
Can plants stop soil               
erosion?

Can plants stop soil erosion from happening? I think it will stop it because the 
plants roots will take the water out of the soil causing to being able to not erode. 
What you have to do is plant the seeds and have one that doesn't have seeds. 
Next you wait for a week and some days until plants grow then you test which 

one eroded more. My data has shown that when you plant a plant it causes it to 
not erode as much. In conclusion plants will stop soil erosion.



Introduction 
Research has shown that when plants are introduced in an environment with tons of soil 
erosion, the erosion tends to go down by 30%. Also researchers have said when plants are 
planted they tend make soil erosion happen less. These researchers have conducted 
many experiments where they compare plants in soil or just soil. Everytime the plants had 
less soil erosion. Soil erosion is usually caused by water or rain. The plants tend to help 
the soil erode less and make the ground more fertile.



Question/Problem
My question was can plants stop soil from eroding? The problem is many places have soil 
erosion.



Predictions
My prediction is that the plants will stop soil erosion because the roots will grow 
into the soil causing it to stop eroding. Also I think it will work because if it grows it 
takes the water out and makes the soil not have as much water to erode.



Materials
1. (6) 12x8x1 cake pans
2. (18) 8x3x3 bread pans
3. Soil (Enough to fill all six bread pans
4. Radish Seeds
5. Ruler
6. Sticky Notes
7. Scissors or sharp knife
8. Watering Can



Procedure
 First fill each of the six bread pans with soil. Leave a little bit of space at the top. Next plant radish seeds 
in three of the bread pans, slightly closer together than the package directions say to. You can do this 
because you do not need the radish plants to be fully grown for this project. Putting them closer together 
will allow you to see the effects of plant roots on the soil. Then use sticky notes to label each of your bread 
pans with a trial number and indicate whether or not the pan has seeds. You should have three bread 
pans with seeds and three without seeds, for a total of six. Next use scissors or a sharp knife to puncture 
holes along the bottom edge of the bread pans. These will serve as drainage holes to allow excess water 
to drain out of the pans. Then place the bread pans into the cake pans. This will allow the cake pans to 
collect any excess water that leaks out of the drain holes.You should be able to fit three bread pans into 
each cake pan: one cake pan for your bread pans with seeds and one cake pan for the pans without 
seeds. Next Place both cake pans near a sunny window or outdoors. Ensure the plants receive as much 
direct sunlight as possible during the day. If the weather is not right the plants might die, and you will have 
to start over. Then For approximately the next 7–10 days, water the soil in the bread pans gently once per 
day. Once your plants are roughly 8–10 centimeters tall, you are ready to move on to the next section and 
conduct your experiment. Next water them gently so the force of the water pouring on the dirt does not 
push the seeds.



Procedure 
You want the soil to be wet, but not flooded. If water starts to collect in the cake pans drain the cake pans 
and reduce the amount of water you apply. Next, Make sure you water the bread pans with seeds and the 
bread pans without seeds. This will ensure that your experimental control received the same amount of 
water throughout the experiment as the bread pans with seeds. Next Use your kitchen scale to record the 
mass of an empty cake pan and write this value in your lab notebook.  Make two vertical cuts halfway 
down the short side of each bread pan, then fold down the top half of that side to expose the soil. This will 
allow the soil to flow out of the pan for your erosion test. Then Set up your test area. Empty and dry out 
the cake pans, if necessary. Place a shallow plastic container that is roughly 3–5 cm high or use another 
object next to one of the cake pans. Place the cut end of a bread pan into the cake pan, with the other end 
propped up on the plastic container. Only the uncut end of your bread pan should be on the box. Putting 
your bread pan at an angle. Fill up your watering can. Using the watering can simulate "rain" on the bread 
pan by carefully following these steps: Hold the watering can up high enough that you can pour water onto 
the entire bread pan at once. Do not hold the watering can too close to the bread pan. You want to make 
sure the water hits the entire bread pan at once.Count to five slowly while pouring water onto the bread 
pan. Pay close attention to how much you tilt the watering can, and how hard the waterfalls on the bread 
pan. You will need to use the exact same method for each of your trials. Carefully lift the bread pan up, 
being careful not to spill out any additional dirt into the cake pan, and set it aside. After the test, you 
should be left with a cake pan filled with soil and water. Carefully drain the water out of the cake pan, 
without spilling any of the soil, so you are left with only the soil in the pan. This is the soil that was eroded 
from your "hillside" (the bread pan) by "rain" from your watering can. Note that a small amount of soil 
suspended in the water may also drain out of the pan, but it should be a small enough amount that it does 
not impact your results. Finally, Use your kitchen scale to measure the mass of the cake pan and soil. 



Variables to be tested
My variables I need to test are what type of soil is it. Also I need to test how much 
the soil eroded. One of them is going to have a normal amount of sunlight water 
and is my controlled variable. 



Results and Data
 The graph shows how when plants are in the soil it makes less erosion by an average of 7 grams of soil. 
With no seeds in the soil, it eroded 54 grams which are terrible for erosion. Also when it has seeds in it, it 
doesn't erode a lot. Also as the graph shows the seeds and nonseeds don't have the same amount of 
erosion. In conclusion, the graph shows that soil with seeds is better than without for erosion. My results 
have shown that it does stop soil erosion with the none seeds having an average of 54 grams more soil 
than the 45 grams the seeds. I think this is because the plants take up the water that goes into the soil 
and probably takes 80% of the water out of the soil. I think the scientific thing with this is that since plants 
need water for photosynthesis it needs to take the water out of the soil creating less soil erosion. Also 
since plants do photosynthesis they will counteract soil erosion. In conclusion, this data shows the 
scientific way that my project works. 



Data Table and Graph
Data Table 1



Pictures

Just soil in these pans Seeds and soil in these pans
Seeds and soil in these pans 
as well



Conclusion
 For this experiment, I was testing if can plants stop soil erosion. What I did first planted the seeds in the 
soil, and had some without seeds too. Next, I watered both of them to keep the conditions the same and 
had the plant grow until about 10 centimeters. Finally, I tested them with simulated rain and then found out 
which one had more erosion. My hypothesis was I that I believe that the seeds can stop erosion because 
the roots will grow into the soil causing it to stop eroding. My data has shown that when the plants grow 
into the soil it causes them to not erode as much without the seeds. My data has shown that the average 
of soil that is between the two is 7 grams which makes the seeds have less erosion. Including my data, I 
saw that when I simulated rain the one with seeds didn't have as much soil come out as the one without 
seeds did. The science is that since plants do photosynthesis it takes most of the water out of the soil and 
since it does it won't erode the soil as much without plants. This is because when plants do 
photosynthesis they use water which in turn makes the soil have less water causing it to not erode. 



Implications and ideas for future research

Soil erosion is important because it will cause crops and many other plants to stop growing. Also it is 
important in my community because it will make arizona have less water and since we live in a desert it 
will cause big problems. As Well if crops don't grow many people wont have as much food.I wonder if I 
used different seeds something different would have happened. Also, I wonder does this work all the time 
or just in my condition. My last question is if I didn't put as much water in it, would it have eroded more or 
not? Some recommendations I have if your doing this project is to research it and find out if your 
conditions are stable enough for the project. Also you should test even more types of soil and many more 
variables.



Journal
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